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Understanding marketing research begins with understanding mar-

keting and marketing management. This study builds a concise norma-

tive model for marketing management and infers from it the scope and

nature of marketing research and the role various organizations should

take in conducting it. Marketing research activities in the Pacific

Northwestern forest industry are examined against this model, and im-

plications of the study from the viewpoint of the researcher's university

position in Finland are discussed.

The way marketing research is viewed by individual Pacific North-

western forest industry marketing managers and researchers varies

considerably from person to person. A specialized marketing research

function is established in. only a few organizations, and even within these

organizations intensity of research work varies greatly. Marketing re-

search work concentrates in these companies on the definition of market

potentials for new and established products, which also is an important



topic for trade association studies. Little research is conducted on

consumer behavior. Applications of operations research in marketing

management are few.

Methodology applied is relatively unsophisticated. Marketing

managers thought that time and monetary constraints mostly restrict

marketing research work in the industry. Researchers mentioned as

such factors production orientation of managers and their lack of under-

standing new research concepts. Future growth of marketing research

in the industry was anticipated by most of the researchers.

A study similar to this is expected to prove useful in Finland for

coordinating marketing research work in the Finnish forest industry.
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PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION FOR
MARKETING DECISIONS IN FOREST INDUSTRY FIRMS

I. INTRODUCTION

Information is "the knowledge on which decisions are based"

(Green and Tull, 1966, p. Z6). In recent years a numbex of new tech-

niques that can be used togenerate information for marketing decisions

have been developed. It is the writer's experience that in the narrow

field of business heis especially interested in -- in the Finnish forest

industry - - there exist some uncertainties about the nature and appli-

cability of these new techniques. The purpose of this study has been to

develop material that could be used to lessen this uncertainty and pro-

mote the use of formal marketing research in the industry. The objec-.

tivehas been to synthesize some recent marketing concepts so that the

informational needs of a marketing organization and the nature of activi-

ties applied to satisfy these needs would be revealed. An attempt also

has been made toprovide the Finnish forest industry reader with exam-

ples of applications of formal research techniques in marketing. Justi-

fication for the effort can be understoodif it is known that forests are

by far the most important natural resources in Finland arid forest pro-

ducts bring into the country over 60 percent of the foreign revenue.

In Chapter II a normative model for marketing management is de-

veloped. It describes how the marketing system for a product should
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be designed and how adjustments in this system should be made. The

scope and nature of marketing research activities can be deduced on the

basis of this model. The marketing manager is seen as a consumer of

the product information".

In Chapter III information is more closely examined, and different

technologies for producing it are studied.

In Chapter IV marketing research activities of Pacific Northwest-

ern forest industry trade associations and selected companies are

studied. An attempt is made to analyze how the content of marketing

research is understood by managers and researchers; what kind of re-

search work has been done; how organization for research is arranged;

what problems have been found in the application of research techniques

in marketing; and what the future development of marketing research in

the companies surveyed probably is. This chapter provides examples

of applications of marketing research for Finnish forest industry ex-

ecutives and it also helps in the development of hypotheses and methods

for the similar study that perhaps will be done in Finland.

The ideas expressed in the Chapters II and III are. not new. The

influence of the writings of Alderson (1968), Alderson and Halbert (1968),

Kotler (1966 and 1967), Green and Tull (1966), Stern (1966) and

McMillan and Gonzales (1968) have been essential. An attempt to

utilize analytical techniques of set theory instead of verbal description

may be new in this context. Most of the content of Chapter IV is derived



from the original survey done by the author in the fall of 1969. Similar

information was obtained from a more comprehensive survey conducted

by Professor Richard Bruce (Bruce { 1969} and Hayward, 1969) at Wash-

ington State University. Another important secondary source for this

part of the study, especially in the planning stage, was the proceedings

of the annualForest Industries Marketing Conference sponsored by

Forest Industries Management Center at the University of Oregon

(Rich, 1964-1969).



II. DESIGNING A MARKETING SYSTEM FOR A PRODUCT

The Need and the Product; Consumption and Marketing

The need and the product maybe regarded as the basic elements

in a marketing study.

Need is expressed by men or organizations, in short by consum-

ers. At any moment of time a consumer does not feel only one need

but an infinite number of them. He can be defined as a set of needs for

marketing purposes. Each consumer has a unique set of needs related

to him at any one time.

A need can be defined asa set of attributes.

NEED A = [attribute, i = 1.. ,m]

A consumerts need for shelter may include such attributes as space,

location, neighborhood, outlook, mobility, convenience, monetary value

and so forth.

A need, when realized, is a force that makes a man search for

means to satisfy it and he transforms his need into buying impulses.

A demand for a product that can be used as such a means will develop.

4

In order to make the explanation of some basic concepts easier some
simplifying assumptions concerning time and goals of the marketer
have been made implicitly. These assumptions are relaxed in the..
course of discussion.
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A product can be visualized as a model of the need and ideally we should

be able to define it in terms of the same attributes as the corresponding

need.

PRODUCT A = [Attributei,

Products seldom exist as such in nature. They are brought into

existence by combining mental and physical resources. The process

that matches resources found in nature against the needs of consumers

is called marketing (cf. Alderson, 1968). The same process is called

consumption when it is looked at from the opposite viewpoint, from that

of the need.

The set of activities through which product attributes are created

forms the marketing mix for that product. The agents who, by combine-

ing natural resources, first determine need attributes and then, on the

basis of this information, participate in the creation of corresponding

product attributes are marketers. Marketers are also those agents who

try to increase the knowledge and acceptance of the product among con-

sumers. There are many organizations today that are combining re-

sources to satisfy human needs, in other words, that are marketing

products.2) Government provides men with some basic products, such

2 "Product" is used here in the meaning that covers both "product" and
"service" of conventional discussion.
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as protection, education and so forth. Hospitals satisfy a consumer's

need for nursing, communities have assumed the responsibility to satis-

fy residents' needs for police and fire protectioa, water, schools and

sewageremoval. ma market economy, however, most consumer needs

are satisfied by private firms. In the following discussion emphasis will

be given to these latter organizations.

When satisfying a need by means of a product, a consumer attaches

a subjective value to each attribute of a product based on how well attri-

butes match corresponding need attributes. The total satisfaction he ex-

periences is function of all the product attributes:

TOTAL SATISFACTION = F(value of product attribute1,
i=l...m) -

This relationship is nonlinear: total satisfaction is not the sum of the

satisfaction individual attribute values create. A consumer examines

a product holistically, each attribute is studied as a part of the entity,

not in isolation. The total value ofa log for a mill depends on its size,

freedomfrom defects, clearness,, straightness, length, and sales price

attributes, all of which are simultaneously under consideration, With

regard to many minor products the valuation is made unconsciously.

To be able to use a product to satisfy his need a consumer must

acquire possession of the product: he must purchase or lease it. If he

then must choose from among several products, all of which can satisfy

the same need, he will pick that one whose use, he expects, will produce
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the highest subjective satisfaction to him. The consumer's goal is to

maximize satisfaction, or, sometimes, minimize dissatisfaction. For a

marketer who is not alone attempting to exploit market opportunities

provided by a specific need, this principle has an important implication:

if he wants his product to be accepted by consumers, he must give his

product an attribute combination that is more highly valued by consum-

cr5 than the attr.ibute combination of his competitor's product. This

means that the consumer's preferences must be known to the marketer.

Think, for example, of a need for interior surfacing in a building.

In terms of its attributes this need might be expressed by the following

set of attributes:

[dimensions, color, texture, workability, time, place,

monetary value, the consumer's image of himself]

The attribute "time" refers to the point in time when this need is real-

ized, the attribute "place" to the point in place where it is realized.

"Monetary value" refers to the amount of money a consumer is willing

to give up to satisfy this need. "The consumer's image of himself"

means that the consumer haa a certain image of himself and, when

searching for a product to satisfy his need, he concentrates his effort

on those products, brands, or retail outlets whose image corresponds

most nearly to his own. Including this attribute in the model emphasizes

the fact that these kinds of intangible attributes may be assumed to be

attached to a need. In terms of their physical, price, time and place
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attributes, plywood panels of various manufacturers might well be homo-

geneous; therefore, consumer choice for a particular panel is assumed

to be based on different value estimates attached to the intangible attri-

butes of the product.

Consumption and Marketing as an Organized Effort

The previous plywood example is useful in the explanation of

another important principle. Today, the needs of man, and, conse-

quently, the corresponding products, are sophisticated compared to

what they used to be in earlier days. A man no longer produces all

the products he needs; he does not even consume them alone. Special-

ists are required to help him both in marketing and consumption. This

has led to a situation where the creation of need attributes is divided

among different individuals. In the plywood case, these individuals may

be a future homeowner, an architect and a builder. T ogethe r

they are the ??consumeru, from the marketer's point of view, whose

preferences he must know in order to be successful in competition.

This division of attribute creation for a plywood panel may be represent-

ed as follows:



Attributes Consumers

color
texture
image of the consumer

dimensions
workability
image of the consumer

time
place
monetary value
image of the consumer

the future homeowner

I
the architect

I
the builder

Arrows connecting individual consumers mean that when giving to an

attribute a specific, most desirable, value, the participant in.concern

takes into account also the probable views of other partiáipating consum-

ers. This situation requires that the marketer knows howthedivisionOf

attributes occurs in reality. This knowledge enables him to develop his

product properly and communicate information about its attributes to the

right consumer.

The pattern, in which creation of attributes is divided is unique for

each product. . It certainly is different for plywood used in interior

paneling than for plywood used for concrete forms. The same is true

with regard to numerous items collectively called.lurnber.

Another variation of this principle is that the set of the attributes

related to a specific need changes as new participants enter or old parti-

cipants leave the consuming group.

}

}

}
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Let us think of another example to illustrate this situation. A

family need for recreation is formed from the attributes each member

of the family brings to the set. Some of the attributes may be common

to two or more of the members; some, however, may be individual.

The final choice among different products in cases like this may be

assumed to be based on which choice maximizes the group's aggregate

satisfactions. The same holds for many other products used by families.

Specialization also occurs on the marketing side of the process. A

product in most cases is not created by one individual or even one or-

ganization. A manufacturer gives it its physical properties. A whole-

saler, retailer and carrier help in creating the required time and place

attributes; a bank may help create an ownership attribute. Advertising

agencies and marketing research organizations provide communication

services. In some industries trade associations actively participate in

marketing. And even in the United States the government's role in

export trade is crucial.

The risk in case consumers do not accept the product, however,

is greatest for the manufacturer. He fre4uently invests more resources

than any other marketer in the process of marketing. It is a must for

him to see that all the final attributes of his product, not just those he

created, match most closely the attributes of the consumer's need. He

can exercise some choice overthe organizations with whom he cooper-

ates, and for the long run success of these organizations, it is rational



to try to please the consumer. The core of the modern marketing

theory is that marketers should alertly follow developments in society

and try to ideiitify realized or unrealized needs of. consumers. When a

needis located, marketers examine internal and external resources

available to them considering their possibilities to transform resources

into consumer satisfaction. Existence of consumer needs is the ba.sis

for any business action, be it performed by a manufacturer, whole-

saler, retailer., carrier, bank, trade association or any. other possible

marketer. The closer they maintain their touch to consumers the more

likely they are to realize the emergence of new opportunities and the

more likely they ar.e to be successful in the competition forconsumers'

acceptance.

When applied to the plywood panel illustration the cooperation be-

tween its marketers can be represented in the following, manner:

Marketing organization
responsible for the attribute Attribute to be created

manufacturer

wholesaler

retailer

carrier

bank

trade association

image of the marketer
dimensions
color
texture
workability

time

place

sales price

ownership

) image of the industry
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"Image of the marketer" and "image of the industry" are product attri-

butes corresponding to the need attribute "consumer's image of himself".

Mariceters' "sales price" has its equivalence in consumers' "monetary

value" attribute. A manufacturer, in his own advantage, should see that

the co-marketers, whose assistance he needs, perform their functions

properly. To this control aspect refers the arrow from the manufac-

turer to other participants.

Market Segmentation

In the real world a marketer may have only one consumer who

needs his product. A government alone has interest in military equip-

ment or works in the area of space exploration. The same need may,

however, be realized by a number of people or organizations. Their

needs are seldom identical in regard 10 attributes, which vary from

person to person, or from an organization to organization.

It is still necessary for the marketer to maximize consumer

satisfaction to be su.c ce s s ful in competition with other supplie rs. Now,

however, he may have to be willing to produce not one item but a great

number of product items differing only slightly in their attributes. Con-

sider the plywood panel again. Taking only some of its attributes - - for

instance place (location of the consumer), color, texture and width - -

and assume three locations for place and two choices each for color,

texture and width of the panel, the number of basically different products
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is 24. This product line is presented in Figure 1 as a tree diagram.

If the total number of attributes and all their variations were taken into

account, the size of a marketer's plywood panel product line would be

really large.

Instead of trying to satisfy all consumers, a marketer might try

to reduce their number by concentrating on only a small segment of

consumers. To do this different strategy alternatives are open to a

marketer. He might produce only those items which best fit his avail-

able resources and capabilities and put considerable effort in marketing

these items or he might accept from wholesalers only those orders

which suit him best. Instead of these more or less production oriented

strategies, however, he might actively study his markets, classify his

consumers on the basis of their characteristics and attributes they re-

quire from the product and identify the market segment that he canbest

serve.

In principle any need attribute can be used as a criterion for mar-

ket segmentation, provided that the existence of these attributes can be

determined either directly or indire ctly. Production- oriented segmen-

tation is familiar in the plywood and lumber industry. Basing segmen-

tation on consumer needs helps to guarantee that a marketer will not

lose out on existing opportunities in the market place.



Figure 1. Plywood Panel Product Line
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Market segmentation can be based on other considerations than

need attributes. It may be done according to distinctions in consumers'

purchase behavior. The Finnish pulp and paper industry concentrates

on those industrial consumers who can buy large lots at a time. Seg-

mentation according to geographical location of consumers is widely

applied. In this case transportation costs may make it necessary for

a marketer to exclude some consumer groups. Especially in foreign

trade geographical segmentation often results also in a reduction of

the variety of need attributes that the marketer must take into account.

Goal of the Marketer; Marketing Management

Careful analysis of consumer needs and market segments to be

served are essential for success of a company. This idea is coming

to be accepted in the forest industry - - in the branch of the industry

for which forests are important sources of raw materials - - which

traditionally has been more forest - and production -, rather than need-

and marketing-oriented. Robert V. Hansberger, President of Boise

Cascade Corporation, has stated:

We believe it's possible for a company to go out and identify
a need not actually recognized in the market at the moment.
We have the philosophy of wanting to be in the marketplace
as close as possible to the end product. That's where needs
manifest themselves, (New Opportunities, 1969).

One lumber industry trade association has arranged special seminars

in which new marketing concepts have been studied (Western Wood
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Products Association, 1967).

Being need-oriented, however, is only a means for a marketer

striving for the accomplishment of his goals, of which a company might

have more than one. In a market economy only profitable companies

survive in the long run. To make some profit is, consequently, a

necessary requirement for all marketers. The goal of long-term profit

maximization has been elaborately expressed in a statement of a corn-

pany philosophy: It (company philosophy) is directed toward growth in

value through the use of new ideas" (Boise Cascade, 1968). George

Weyerhaeuser, President of Weyerhaeuser Company, has said: "We

are committed to a large-scale growth program" (Weyerhaeuser, 1969).

Growth is one goal mentioned frequently by forest industry executives.

Another important objective of marketers of forest products is

to aim at the optimal use of the raw material, the log. This goal is

included in Georgia-Pacific Corporation's company philosophy, which

its founders call "Dynamic Conservation". It is defined "as the practice

of increasing the timber supply by growing more of it, while getting

more use from every tree harvested" (40 Years, 1967, p. 4). Indica-

tions of the existence of this same goal in other forest industry firms v.'as

obtained through personal commuriièation with various cOmpany executives.

The responsibility of marketing management is to see that company

goals are accomplished. Its task is twofold. First it creates flows of

information from consumers to the firm, and, second, it implements
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its actions in accordance with this information so that company re-

sources will be optimally utilized.

To do a good job a marketing manager's viewpoint must be broad;

he must neither see consumers' needs as fixed nor think of company re-

sources as suitable for production of only one product forever. Robert

V. Hansberger has mentionedfive essential managerial qualities. First,

he says, the manager must grasp the new, complex tools of his trade.

Second, he must be aware of the increasing numbers of people around

him and their shifting needs and aspirations. To do so he needs to be-

come personally immersed in the social structures of his crnmunity.

Third, he needs proper balance between the first two qualities. Fourth,

managers of larger enterprises need to be internatiozialists; and fifth,

managers have to be increasingly observant. "Computers can alert

them to trends, but it takes mento analyze the significance of trends

and to decide what to do about them. " (New Opportunities, 1969) The

management's assignment in another large company is "to keep abreast

of the latest ideas, techniques, innovations. We help things along with

spe cial training courses and management seminars" (Weyerhaeuser.

What. . .



OtherMarketing Constraints

Needs of consumers and marketer's goals and resources are

essential elements to be taken into account in the planning of the mar-

keting system for a product. Forests, although relatively flexible and

renewable as a resource and capable of being utilized for production of

various goods and services, have also their limitations. Availability

and quality of timber in geographically small areas may begin to con-

strain the activities of a specific marketer. The rate of renewal of

forests on many areas is slow from a human perspective.

Shortage of competent labor or capital for new investments op-

erate as constraints. Existing distribution and transportation systems

may restrict a marketer's choices. Established standards and grades,

pending patents, and present states of technology are additional con-

straints to be taken into account.

The government may take a role as an active marketer for a given

product and pose constraints for marketing. Laws have been passed that

prevent the marketer from communicating false information about his

own product attributes or from falsifying information concerning com-

petitors' products. Thereare laws that affect selection of price attri-

butes of products, and restrict the ways in which time and place attri-

butes can be created in products. The manufacturing and use of pro-

ducts that may be hazardous to consumers may be government regulated.

18
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There are certain customs, rules and agreements, especially in

export trade, that are well established and need to be followed. For

instance there is a separate form containing a detailed list of the re-

sponsibilities of all participants for each product, each country, and

each way of delivery to be used in the export marketing of forest prd-

ducts frQm Finland and other Scandinavian countries.

Although some marketing constraints are national inscope local

authorities impose others. Building codes and zoning rules are mostly

regional or local by nature. Use of wood may be restricted by local

building codes in applications where fire hazards are great.

Some environmental constraints restrict a marketer's choice,

some of them make his job easier. To be informed about their existence

and evolution is a must for marketers.

Cooperation in Marketing

0

In a previous section where specialization in marketing was dis-

cussed (see page 1O, the usefulness of cooperation between organiza-

tions was mentioned briefly. This idea needs to be further developed

at this point. The focus here will be in a horizontal direction - - on the

cooperation between original marketers, manufacturers or competitors

rather than in a vertical direction - - cooperation among specialists

along the marketing channel.



The product attributes of many marketers may be identical, due

to the same raw material and the same production methodology. Dif-

ferentiation may not be possible or marketers are unwilling to attempt

it. In this kind of situation some marketers may find it advantageous

to work together in the creation and establishment of certain common

product attributes.

Among forest industry firms circumstances for cooperation are

especially suitable, and a number of trade associations have been

formed. The Western Wood Product Association...

. performs its duties simply because our industry
(lumber industry) needs a solid front, an industry point
of view, and uniform and positive goals in order to
assure the orderly and effective marketing of lumber
species" (WWPA is a...

This association performs many functions, including marketing commu-

nication, promotion and research services. It works to establish and

maintain integrity in lumber grading. It represents western lumber

manufacturers in issues that require joint industry action, such as ne-

gotiations with carriers, public regulatory agencies and public suppli-

ers of timber. It has departments to provide technical and safety ser-

vices to its members (Western Wood Products, 1969).

Other forest industry trade associations that represent regional

producers, in this casethose having their production facilities in the

Western states, are the Red Cedar Shingle and Handsplit Shake Bureau,

and the Northwest Hardwood Association. Basically their activities
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consist of the same functions as those of the Western Wood Products

Association (Ritchie, 1969 and Smith, 1969). Due to the smaller size of

these industry segments the first two organizations are not so widely

specialized as the latter association with a far larger number of mem-

bers. The American Plywood Association's assignment includes the

same set of services, but its scope of operation is both national and

international, (The American Plywood, 1969).

Other associations which are active on the national level are

National Forest Products Association and American Wood Council.

The former provides services and answers problems for its lumber

producing members in the entire United States. According to Western

Wood Products Association (1969, p. 16), which is one of its members,

it "handles government relations, political forestry, economic services

and statistics, technical and engineering including standards, building

codes and fire insurance, and industry and public affairs". American

Wood Council's ". . . purpose is to conduct promotion programs directed

at the consumer on a national, regional and local basis" (American Wood

Council). Its members include major trade associations inthe wood

products field that have product promotion responsibilities. Examples

of its national advertising program are the series of advertisements in

TIME and LOOK magazines during the fall of 1969 (REGARDIE, 1969).

The extent of cooperation between marketers can be taken even

further than what the above examples indicate. In Finland some of the
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private forest owners have joined together to market their timber

through a single organization. Actually the reason for the organization

was to give the private timber suppliers more power in price negotia-

tions with the industry buyers, and not so much a willingness to serve

their customer, the industry, better. More broadly marketing-oriented

have been the arrangements whereby the paper produced by 24 of the 27

Finnish paper mills is marketed to foreign countries by a central sales

organization, the Finnish Paper Mills' Association. The individual mill

is responsible for the physical attributes of its products. Other neces-

sary functions are performed by the association and by common suppli-

ers of marketing services, that is by carriers and banks. Organized in

the same manner is the export marketing of many other Finnish forest

products, pulp, board, and prefabricated houses.

Governments assumedly see as their first responsibility increasing

the satisfactions of their people. Governments thus might take active

roles in the marketing of national products. In most countries this is

the case. The government strives to find priorities among needs; then

by using the policy instruments available to it, it tries to have these

needs satisfiedin a desired order. An example of this is that the U. S.

Government is deeply concerned about the pressures many competing

needs, for example. for recreational services, timber, and water exert

on the nation's forest resources. The U. S. Forest Service has a pro-

gram for forest products and marketing research (U. S. Forest Service,

1969).
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Cooperation between governments can occur in export marketing.

Here a good example is the way in which Scandinavian countries worked

together during the GATT tariff negotiations in Geneva in 1967.

A marketer for a product is any individual or organization that

consciously works to increase its sales. As has been seen, a firm

seldom works alone in its attempt. The marketing system for a product

includes activities of various organizations and agents.

Need for Specialization: Marketing Organization
and Marketing Planning

Specialization in marketing needs to be studied again, this time

within the organization that originates the marketing process and which

will be called the manufacturer in order to differentiate from other units

participating in the process.

If the number of consumers whose needs the manufacturer serves

and if the number and complexity of affecting environmental factorsis

modest, one individual might be able to take care of all the necessary

marketing activities. This is the case with some hand-split shake firms.

The same individual hauls the raw wood from the woods, prepares the

shakes and takes them to the market.

In the present day world the one-man marketing organization sel-

dom can perform all the functions needed in the creation of necessary

product attributes. The number of customers often is large and it is



Wood products division Construction products division
Manufactured and mobil Shelter group
homes division

Pulp and paper division Communication paper division
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physically impossible for one man to take care of all the activities.

Besides the services that are needed nowadays have become technically

so complicated that one man's mental capabilities are not sufficient so

that he could master all of them in a reasonable time. Specialists are

needed in each stage of marketing: raw material purchasing, manufac-

turing, transportation, financing, pricing, distribution, and communi-

cation. Recently market and operations research specialists have been

hired by many firms to help with the increasingly difficult function of

marketing decision making. Each specialist has a definite job in the

creation of productattributes. Their work is coordinated by the attri-

butes consumers want in a product.

In large corporations having resources that can be converted into

a multitude of products, divisions are formed to serve a certain need or

a group of the same kind of needs, It is interesting to note how the nam-

ing of divisions in forest industry firms reflects the fact that they are

changing from a product orientation to a need oriented outlook. The

following illustration compares these two 'philosophies" of naming:

Product oriented names Need oriented names.
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In large organizations marketing responsibilities may have been

distributed on a different basis. The design of the marketing system can

be given to a special planning department and the implementation and

control of the system to another. In some forest industry firms this

kind of arrangement has been carried out (see e. g. Flischmann (3) 1967,

Slemp (4) 1967 and Skrivan (5) 1967).

Adjustments in the Marketing System

The task of marketing management is not completed once a mar-

keting system to satisfy a consumer need has been established. The

time element must be taken into account. The environment in the mar-

keting system changes over time.

The content of the set of attributes a consumer attaches to a need

changes according to his age. A young consumer acquires some charac-

teristics from his car, recreational experience, and home, which he

does not feel are necessary when he gets older. Some new, desirable

characteristics regarding these needs may have developed instead. The

same attribute may have remained in the set over time, but the value a

consumer attaches to it when older may be different from the value he

3)Manager, Marketing Planning and Research, Crown Zellerbach Cor-
poration, San Francisco, California

4vice President, Sales and Marketing, Potlatch Forests, San Fran-
cisco, California

(5)Manager, Marketing Program Planning, Weyerhaeuser Company,
Tacoma, Washington
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gave it while young. The amount of money a consumer as a university

student is willing and able to give up to get a car differs from the amount

he can pay as an experienced engineer.

An. industrial consumer 's need for supplies changes when new

technologies to produce goods and services are developed. New laws

and regulations, standards and grading rules, competitors and suppliers

of marketing services may make it necessary for a marketer to adjust

his marketing mix. Shortage of timber has forced forest industry

firms in Northern Finland to change their product mixes in order to

increase their profitability and maintain the desired rate of growth.

They had to stop horizontal expansion of operations and widen their

product mixes in the vertical direction.

Research may bring new features about needs and other elements

in the environment to the knowledge of a marketer.

All real and illusory changes in the marketing environment create

uncertainties that affect many marketing decisions. As pointed out by

Stern (1966) the rate of change caused by new developments has greatly

increased in recent years, and risks associated with business decisions

that fail to consider possible future events have also increased.

To prevail and improve its position a company must respond to

developments in the environment and adjust its marketing system

accordingly. Intensified attempts at anticipating the futurityof present

decisions must be made.
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Figure 2 summarizes this discussion of marketing system design.

Marketing intelligence is the flow of data about consumer needs and be-

havior, institutions and developments in the environment affecting

marketers' opportunities and performance (Kotler, 1967). It consists

of facts which come to the attention of a marketer either casually or

through his active effort embracing ". . . raw data, summary statistics,

qualitative inferences, expert and lay opinions, impressions and even

rumors" (Kotler, 1967 p. 375). A marketer converts intelligence into

information (6) which he uses as a basis for design of a marketing

system for a product and in its subsequent adjustments. Intelligence

ties the marketing system together with its environment

Entities in the marketing system are marketers, their resources

and goals and the product. Activities included in the marketing mix and

performed by various marketers transform resources into product attri-

butes and create consumer knowledge and a cceptance with regard to

them. The latter function occurs through marketing communication,

6Thig process will be examined closely in the following chapter.
(7)In this study consumers are considered as part of the environment

of the marketing system, not as part of the system itself. To a large
extent consumer needs and action are beyond the control of a mar-
keter. Even.the roots of consumers' responses to persuasive com-
munication are within the consumers. A marketer can try to under-
stand them, but he cannot create the basic mechanism which pro-
duces purchase decisions.
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which includes such activities as advertising, personal selling, sales

promotion and publicity. Number of products accepted by consumers

together with the resources required to create these products and com-

pensations paid by consumers enable a marketer to examine whether or

not he has accomplished his ultimate goal as discussed earlier.
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III, PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION FOR MARKETING DECISIONS

Definition of Information

When building a marketing system for a product or when adjusting

an existing system to changes in consumer need attributes and environ-

mental factors, a marketer must frequently choose between alternatives

that might be possible in eah problem situation. The knowledge on

which a final decision is based will here be called information (Green

and Tull, 1966). Management has sometimes been referredtoasaprocess

of converting information into action (McMillan and Gonzales, 1968).

It may be useful to distinguish two kinds of management decisions.

First, there are decisions concerning the value of a population parame.

ter or the existence of a relationship between different variables.

Management, for instance, may want to make a decision concerning the

average use of the company's product on a certain market area. A shoe

manufacturer wants to learn the foot size distribution of children under

age 11. A corporate planner wants to find out the relationship between

per capita consumption. of hard board and disposable income in an econ-

omy. A coffee distributor wants to learn the brand switch pattern of

female shoppers or their taste preferences with regard to different

brands. This kind of decision making or hypotheses testing (Roberts,

1957) is useful, especially in identification of marketing problems, and

it often is the necessary step that must precede the second kind of
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marketing decision making.

In the second kind of decision situation, a marketer wants to know

what effect alternative actions on his part would have on his efficiency

measure -- his profits, costs or sales. He wants to know how his

profits would be affected by a decision to concentrate marketing efforts

only on the consumer group Tiretired people owning their home and

leave other segments of the market with less attention. A lumber re-

tailer might know the weekly demand pattern for his product and the dis-

tribution of times that elapse between placing an order and receiving a

shipment and now wants to find the optimum inventory policy for his re-

tail business. Weyerhaeuser Company certainly is interested in how to

allocate the. logs among different lumber requirements, pulp products,

particle board and other products in order to rriaximize its profit from

each log. Western Wood Products Association is interested in finding

out which of its several message and media alternatives might have the

most favorable effect on sales of member mills.

Each of the decision making or problem situations mentioned

above needs a unique piece of information for its so1ution. The decision-

maker is the consumer of the product "information", and to become

fully satisfied he needs the product that exactly fits into his need. In-

formation is a collective term including an infinite number of items, just

as lumber is a collective term for a large number of products used to

satisfy various needs.



Data are not the same as information. Data are raw materials

out of which information is generated. The same data can be used in

the production of information for various needs. Information for one

need may be data for another. Therelationship between data and infor-

mation can be illustrated in the following manner:

Problem 1 (need 1) (- - - - Information 1
(item 1)

Problem 2 (need 2) f---- Information
(item 2)

PrOblem 3 (need 3) - - - - Inforniation
(item 3)

2 - - - - Datum 2
(raw material 2)

3) 4---- Datum 3",. (raw material 3)

Datum 4
(raw material 4)

The same freight rate table and linear programming model can be

used to solve several transportation problems. The information that

solves the problem of a mathematician or statistician is data for the

solver of a marketing problem. Whether the piece o knowledge is in-

formation or data depends on the problem situation at hand.

A useful classification of different kind of information has been

made by Alderson and Halbert (1968). They speak about production

information, which is used to complete a job, and control information,

which permits measurement of performance and modification of behavior

so that a system can continually adjust toward more efficient attainment

of its goals.
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Environment of Marketing Information Production

It maybe illustrative to present in summary form the circum-

stances under which marketing information is produced:

- variables the information producer is dealing with are both

physical and psychological in nature;

- consumer populations vary greatly according to the need under

consideration;

- attributes of a need range from very simple to highly compli-

cated;

- population parameters and relationships among variables are

dynamic in nature, changing over time;

- information production most often is an organized effort and

some prior information, about the parameter or relationship

often exists in the mind of some of the participants;

- a vast amount of potentially useful data exist in the files of the

marketers and environmental organizations;

- an organization in which information is produced.has a strong

strive for efficiency in utilization, of resources: time and mone-

tary resources allowed for information production are often

very limited;

- need for information is more often optimization oriented than

fact or relationship oriented

33
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From these conditions it can be concluded that those working

in information production tasks in a firm need a wide variety of skills

and toolsto be efficient.

Cost of Information

Information is a product and resources are required to produce

it. A profit maximizing enterprise should invest in research only if

anticipated benefits from additional information exceed its cost require-

ments. In principle generation of information should be extended to the

point where marginal revenue due to increased investment in research

equals the corresponding marginal cost. To make this principle opera-

tional is difficult. Its message, however, is clear: the firm basically

should not involve itself in research for research's sake alone.

Information Production Process

In spite of who produces it information is always generated through

the following steps:

problem realization

problem definition

model construction

dat3 collection

data interpretation (Kotler, 1967)

Only, the level of how consciously these steps are taken differ from
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individual to individual.

To realize the existence of a problem and define i.t properly are

the most difficult tasks of information production. The existence of a

problem may be realized in different ways. A marketer may have built

a system that produces continuous control information about the feelings

of consumers with regard to his product. He may have established a

consumer panel that continuously reports to him its product experiences.

Competitors may have been active in the development of new distribution

channels, or may have adopted a new method of packaging lumber, for

instance. Or the marketer may have located a new need to be served

and wants to build an entire marketing system to serve that need. The

sales or profit of a marketer may have shown a steady decline and he

wants to know the reason for it.

In short the components of a. problem are (Green and Tull, 1966):

the decision maker and his objective

the environment or context of the problem

alternative courses of action

a state of doubt as to which course of action is best,

The step following problem definition in the information produc-

tion process is model construction. "It is a phase where a significant

structure or model relating various factors to each of the.possible

policy alternatives is developed" (Kotler, 1967, p. 197). The model

implies the kinds of data needed, and in the following step they are
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collected. In the. final step of information production relative merits

and risks of various policy alternatives are studied.

The outcomes of different alternatives should be stated in as clear

terms as possible with regard to a marketer's goals. Most often, for

example, the relationship of a company's public relations program to

its profit is hard to trace, and even if the relative profitability of dif-

ferent alternatives can be expressed in clear quantitative terms, there

may be some ethical issues involved in the application of some of them

which must be considered. An example of this kind of situation is that

a pharmaceutical company may anticipate receiving considerable profit

from the introduction of a new medicine, which is known, however, to

have dangerous side effects if used continuously. The final choice of a

policy should therefore be left to those with the broadest view over the

problem.

Technologies of Information Production

The properties of good marketing information, are that it is valid,

that it helps to solve a problem, and that it has been produced in the

most efficient manner.

Basically two technological extremes for producing marketing in-

formation can be distinguished. These are "pure intuition" and "pure

research", and they define the range of usable techniques.
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Most contemporary marketing information is produced through

pure intuition. A marketer, or his marketing manager, has acquired

through experience a definite knowledge about the behavior of a market,

the consumers and environmental forces, so that he always knows what

an effect an action he is contemplating will have on his success. He

knows the relationship between the button and the light.

On the other extreme is the marketing researcher who, without

prior marketing experience or any possibility to consult those who have

that experience, but equipped with the analytical tools of logic, statis-

tics, mathematics, psychology, and operations research, hasbeenable

to solve a marketing problem. In isolation he goes through all the for-

mal steps of research. Having no previous knowledge about the specific

problem, he conducts an exploratory study in order to state the problem

more clearly, to identify the relevant variables and alternatives. He

formulates hypotheses to be tested, collects data through sampling the

population in concern, and on the basis of statistical analysis either

accepts or rejects the hypothesis. If he rejects his hypothesis, he forms

a new one, collects new data and tests again. Finally .he may be able to

accept one of his hypotheses. He has found the relationship betweenthe

button and thelight. He has found knowledge that is new to him, but

when he presents it to the individual who gave him the assignment he

may find that it is not new to the latter, It appears that the time and

other resources spent in formal research have been wasted.
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There are situations in marketing where no prior knowledge about

the outcome of a planned action exists and formal research is necessary.

Most often, however, experiencedmarketers are able to form hypothe-

ses and make the information production process more effective. Co-

operation between manager and researcher is essentialfor the produc-

tion of marketing information.

The need for more formalism in marketing information production

is increasing all the time. Firms are becoming larger; they are dealing

with populations formed by millions of consumers; the physical and psy-

chological attributes of needs are becoming more and more sophisticated

as societies advance from scarcity into affluence. Under these condi-

tions man, unaided, is unable to see direct relationships among vari-

ables in large populations. His power is his capability to develop tools

that help him cope with these unknowns indirectly.

Against the background described above the best definition for

marketing research can be derived from Roberts (1957} general defini-

tion: marketing research is any relatively systematic, formal, con-

scious procedure for evolving arid testing hypotheses about reality or

for making decisions in the field of marketing. How formal the mar-

keting research activity becomes depends on the problem to be solved.

(It is not the authors intention to speak against formalism in

marketing research. The point is that it is not wise to use a hammer

to kill a fly, nor is it wise to manufacture lumber with handsaws if
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more efficient methods are available.)

There are several types of research, frequently conducted by

companies, and whose relationship to marketing research should be

analyzed and defined: market, operations, economic, and business

research. It is the task of marketing management to adapt company

resources to outside opportunities so that company goals are attained.

All research activities should be aimed to help management in its job.

The author sees marketing research as a comprehensive term which

includes all the other areas mentioned. Market research is that part

of it which deals with characteristics and developments of the market,

the need and the consumer, and with present marketing methods. It

implies that research is left to the data collectionlevel and does not

advance to the final steps of decision making, to the evaluation of

strategy alternatives. Operations research, on the other hand, is the

common name for a group of techniques that concentrate only on this

final step, on optimization. It regards market data as given (by market

research). According to the above definition of marketing research,

operations research includes not only formal linear programming,

dynamic programming and simulation but also less formal attempts

of management to optimize the utilization of resources.

Business research is the term that is applied to that part of the

marketing research that looks further in the future and is usually

related to company long-range planning. Finally, economic research
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is mostly concerned about these environmental factors that affect the

company but over which it has little or no control, such as government

actions and regulations.

Data Needed

Activities related to designing and adjusting a marketing system

are numerous, and this fact is reflected in the variety of data needed

for the process.

In Figure 3 an attenp t is made to summarize the kinds of data

that are of potential usefulness in marketing management. An opinion

also is expressed as to who should collect and develop the data. This

figure can be utilized later when the design of a firms marketing in-

formation center is discussed.

In a market economy the responsibility to strive for efficiency in

utilization of company resources lies with the company itself. Its re-

sources and consequently its problems are unique in their details. It

alone exactly knows what kind of data is needed.

A marketer must follow closely developments in society. He

must be able to identify changes in attributes of present needs and emer-

gence of new needs for the satisfaction of which company resources

could be utilized, There seldom is only one way to generate a specific

product attribute; a number of alternatives usually exist. New, more

efficient technologies are being developed continuously. There are new
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Figure 3. Types of data needed in marketing management and those who
generate and distribute it.

Types of Data Generator and Distributer
of Data

Trade association

Trade journals

Suppliers of marketing services

Government agencies

Universities

Alternatives to obtain data and
optimize

Competition
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methods of communication, data collection and optimization.

There are problems related to the obtaining of psychological data,

but techniques have been developed which help a researcher to assure

the validity and reliability of his findings. Psychological scaling meth-

ods have opened possibilities for quantifying consumer responses to

such product attributes as taste, package design, and advertising copy

themes. Sampling techniques that enable a marketer to deal with large

populations have been developed. For the analysis of associative data

many new techniques have emerged (see e. g. Green and Tull, 1966).

For numerous forecasting needs that occur in marketing a number

of methods are available: regression analysis, time series analysis,

exponential smoothing, econometric models, Markov processes, and

simulation models. Some of the new optimization techniques have al-

ready been mentioned. For planning an advertising campaign PERT

model is helpful. Systems analysis and design are powerful tools with

which complex marketing problems can be handled. Decision analysis

is a new technique which can be used to reduce the cost of research if

prior knowledge about a marketer's possible courses of action is avail-

able. Decision analysis has been especially applied in marketing by

Professor Green (Green and Tull, 1966).

As has been seen there are many organizations that participate

in the marketing of a specific product. The primary purpose of most

trade associations is to help the original marketer in his efforts. The
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kinds and amount of data a trade association should provide reflects this

fact. Besides, an association knows its members better than any or-

ganization. It should present the problems of its members to other

organi.zations, such as universities and government agencies, which

might be able to solve these problems. It also should act as a middle-

man in distribution of new data, new marketing methods and new ideas

to its members.

The marketer himself is a customer to other marketers who sup-

ply him with many services needed in the marketing process. According

to basic marketing thinking it is to the advantage of these suppliers to

keep a marketer informed about new developments in their fields. Trade

magazines are in the same position; their contents should be of potential

usefulness tc their subscribers.

Universities serve the society in which a firm is an essential part.

They should produce people equipped with the knowledge and skills help-

ful for the solution of business problems. They should also use their

creative forces for development of new methods and ideas. The same

holds for the research organizations the society has established. Gov-

eminent agencies have the resources and power to develop and distri-

bute material which is not within the possibilities of any firm or in-

dus try.



Organization for Information Production

Participants in production of raw data for marketing management

may be many, but the final compression of this data into useful informa-

tion must occur in a company. The steps through which information

is produced were mentioned earlier. To give a good basis for planning

the organization of marketing. information production, these steps are

presented in somewhat more elaborate form in Figure 4.

The organization for taking these steps can be arranged in

different ways. The following organizational alternatives can be sug-

gested:

Unspecialized organization: the same individual takes care

of each step. The manager solves all his problems intuitively

or with a little clerical help.

Partly specialized organization: one or a few of the steps

are given to a specialist. The specialists that may enter are

the following:
Conventional Names in

Functional names Business Organizations

(controller)
problem definer
data collector
optimizer
(computer
programmer)
(decider)
(implementer)
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(marketing manager, board)
planner
market researcher
marketing operations researcher

(marketing manager, board)
(sales, transportation,
promotion manager)



Realization of a problem

Problem definition

Model building

Data collection

Optimization

INFORMA TION

/ Decision and
/7 Its Implementation

Secondary sources

Primary sources

Figure 4. Information production process,
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In parentheses are those members of an organization who

will not be directly involved in information production.

Specialists may work within a company or be outside con-

sultants. None of the specialists can work in isolation.

Their position gains meaning only in a problem-solving

situation. The jobs of the specialists may be. combined. It

is often assumed that the same individual masters all the

skills needed in information production.

c. Fully specialized organization: the main reaponsibility for

each subfunction is left to specialists.

All three different organizations usually exist simultaneously in a

large, modern company, and it is in accordance with a company's ef-

ficiency requirements to have it so, Minor problems do not need

specialists, but it is a mistake to leave a specialist alone to produce

the information for which he does not have enough skills. Advancements

in each special field of marketing information, production has been so

rapid in recent years.that it is difficult to keep abreast of the develop-

ments in any of the three fields.

In order to assure that all relevant data from various sources will

enter the company for evaluation and possibly storage, dissemination,

and utilization in information production, Kotler (1966)' has made a

proposal for a firm's marketing nerve center that he calls formally

Marketing Information and Analysis Center (MIAC). Figure 5 presents
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Programs
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Figure 5. A schematic diagram of MIACts information services (adapted from
Kotler, 1966, p. 71).
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his model, which has been modified because of a different definition of

information.

The functions of MIAC are completely user-oriented. "It is de-

signed to meet the total planning, implementationa.l, and control needs

of the modern marketing executive" (Kotler, 1966, p. 70). It provides

instantaneous information to meet a variety of executive needs and also

develops all kinds of analytical and decision aids for executives, ranging

from computer forecasting programs to complete simulations of the

company's markets.

Figure 4 (page 45) of this study shows the types of data that might

form the entire flow and it also implies organizations that possibly

generate and distribute them.



IV. PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION FOR MARKETING
DECISIONS IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWESTERN FOREST

INDUSTRY TRADE ASSOCIATIONS AND SELECTED FIRMS

Introduction to the Survey

It has been seen that there are many organizations participating

in the production of marketing information, or in marketing research.

If speaking specifically about the United States forest industry more

definite examples can be mentioned. The United States Department of

Commerce, through the Bureau of the Census, the Bureau of Inter-

national Business Operations, and the Business and Defense Services

Administration, collects and publishes invaluable data for industry

marketing researchers.

The U. S. Forest Service, as mentioned earlier, has a program

for forest products marketing research:

uThe overall objective o.f this program of research is
to help bring about more complete, efficient and effective
use of the Nation's timber resource by providing basic
information and guides for expanding and improving the
use of wood products. This research is intended to
benefit timber producers, and processers, distributors
and consumers of forest products" (The U. S. Forest
Service, 1969, p. 1).

The research projects are administered by seven Forest and Range

Experiment Stations and the Washington Office of the Forest Service.

The entire program is coordinated through the Forest Products Mar-

keting Branch, Division of Forest Economics and Marketing Research.

49
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Attached to the Forest Service Marketing Research program is a

list of 53 studies or marketing problem areas in which studies were

underway or definitely planned in January, 1969. Also attached is a

list of 57 recent (1967-68) marketing publications by Forest Service

researchers or cooperators. Although the title of a study or publication

seldom implies exactly the objective or scope of the work, some in-

ferences can probably be drawn on this basis with regard to the nature

of Forest Service Marketing Research.

Studies seem to concentrate pretty much on, the analysis of his-

torical data: where and how much wood has been usedin various appli-

cations, what have the prices and marketing methods been. Often this

historical data forms a part of the study where also future market po-

tentials for a new or established wood product have been estimated.

There are also quite a few studies where cost of production or trans-

portation of a wood product has been determined. Considerably fewer

studies have tried to evaluate competitive position of a wood product in

the market, and on the basis of this study tities the Forest Service has

done very little consumer research. There were only three titles that

implied the study had tackled consumer characteristics or attitudes or

attributes of a specific need.

Universities in the United States take an active part in the collec-

tion and distribution of new marketing data through their extension ser-

vices and through conferences and symposiums. Specialists of the
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Cooperative Extension Service, Oregon State University publish a small

newsletter containing information about the marketing services offered

by the University and other institutions. They give short talks on the

radio and prepare television programs about the issues of current

interest. University of Oregon, Forest Industries Management Center

sponsors annual forest industries marketing conferences in which new

marketing concepts and methods are discussed by the representatives

of the industry and universities (Rich, 1964-1969)..

Beside public organizations there are many private companies

that specialize in the continuous collection of marketing data. Of special

interest to forest products marketers is the Dun & Bradstreet Reference

Book, Lumber and Wood Products Industries, F. W. Dodge Company

statistics or Young's Forecasts of Softwood Lumber and Plywood Prices

(Young). Some publishers -- Miller-Freeman Publications, C. C.

Crow Publications, Inc., and Random Lengths Publishing Company --

specialize in the dissemination of qualitative and quantitative data,

especially prices, to the forest industry.

In the focus of all information production activities of any industry

is the firm and alsothe industry trade associations. It is for the

benefit of firms that all other agencies should direct their marketing

research work. In firms the final steps of information production are

performed and information is converted into action. They are also the

participants who give least publicity to their marketing research
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activities.

A firm is built of people, and the activities in which the firm in-

volves itself depend to a great extent on their background, skills and

attitudes. For those who provide outside marketing services, it is

important to learn to know their clients. To prepare himself for a simi-

lar work that may possibly be done later on in Finland the author con-

ducted a small exploratory kind of survey in the Pacific Northre stern

forest industry. (9) The purpose of the survey was to find out how the

content of marketing research was perceived by the forest industry mar-

keting managers and researchers; how formal marketing research was

organized; what types of research activities had been performed; what

methods were found useful; what problems were related to the applica-

tion of research techniques in marketing management; and what the

future development of marketing research in companies was thought to

be.

The survey covered all the forest industry trade associations

active in the Pacific Northwest. Besides, written information was re-

ceived fromthe American Wood Council stationed in Chevy Chase, Mary-

land (American Wood Council., Regardie 1969, and Marsteller, 1969).

9Pacific Northwest forest industry refers here to the companies and
trade associations havingtheir corporate or divisional headquarters
in the states of Oregon, Washington or Idaho.
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Due to time and monetary constraints and the fact that examples of

marketing research activities in the forest industry were wanted, the

survey was directed only to those companies in which formal marketing

research most likely, had been undertaken, These companies were

thought to be characterized by their relatively large size and diversifi-

cation and. differentiation of production. Due to the selected sample no

generalization, of study results to all forest industry companies of the

Pacific Northwest can be made.

The names of the trade associations were obtained from the

Forest Industries 1969 Buyers Guide and Yearbook Number. A pre-

liminary list of companies to be surveyed was prepared from Crow's

Buyer's and Seller's Guide of the Western Forest Products Industries

(1965) and 1969 Directory of the Forest Products Industry. The list of

the companies was reviewed on the basis of information received from

the trade associations.

Anintroductory letter: (Appendix 1) was sent to nine trade asso-

ciations and. 15 companies. All the associations and 12 of the companies

replied. The activities of three associations were not directly related

to forest products marketing, but they were concerned about forestry

education., air, and water pollution and labor relations. One of them,

although active in marketing replied that its members did not concern

themselves with the kinds of marketing analyses in which the researcher

was interested. Two of these companies that replied to the introductory
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letter had their marketing research departments outside the Pacific

Northwest. Eventually five trade associations and nine companies or

corporate divisions were surveyed.

The trade associations represented regional or national lumber,

plywood, preserved wood products, hardwood products and shingle and

shalce manufacturers. The companies visited were mostly large. Three

of them were listed on the Fortune 500, their sales revenue exceeding

one billion dollars in 1968. These three marketed a lage variety of

forest and also other products and owned considerable forest proper-

ties. Three of the remaining six companies were Pacific Northwestern

divisions of larger corporations, all of which were also listed in the

Fortune 500. The divisions were wood products oriented. One of the

three not yet described was diversified but not as large as those diver-

sified companies mentioned earlier. The remaining two were relatively

small, one of them producing lumber, plywood and particlewood, the

other concentrated on a special lumber product.

The interviews were conducted both by mail and in person.

Originally the researcher had hoped to contact both marketing managers

and researchers in the companies. It was, however, not possible to

follow this plan in all the companies due totime schedule difficulties.

Four formal questionnaires were prepared for each type of the respond-

ent: (1) managers, trade associations; (2) researchers, trade associa-

tions; (3) managers, companies (Appendix 2); (4) and researchers,
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companies (Appendix 3). In addition, many unstructured questions were

asked, especially during the manager interviews. As a reference

during the preparation of the questionnaire, marketing research survey

reports of the American Marketing Association (1959) were used.

Table 1 summarizes the distribution of the sample and the kind of

respondents interviewed.

During the field work phase of the study the researcher learned

about a similar survey recently completed by Washington State Univer-

sity (Bruce, 1969, and Hayward, 1969). This study covered all the

major forest industry firms (those having more than 250 employees) in

the United States, and its purpose was to Hlearn how extensively MR

(marketing research) people are employed in the forest products indus-

try" (Bruce, p. 1-2). Marketing research, for the purposes of the sur-

vey, was defined as Han organized attempt to gather and analyze data to

guide marketing managementT' (Hayward, 1969, Appendix A, Survey

questionnaire).

The results of Bruce's survey include much useful quantitative

data, some of which is utilized here. A major difference between his

and the present study is that in this survey no prior definition of mar-

keting research was given. Respondents were not asked directly but

instead were left to imply how they perceived the content of marketing

research. In a way, research was itself one of the variables under

study. This approach was possible to take because flexible personal



Table 1. Organizations Surveyed by Type, Product Orientation and Identity of Respondents2.

Type of Organization
Manager Research. Manager Manager Research. Manager Total

only only & Res. only only & Res.

Wood Products Oriented Diver sified

Number of Organizations

Wood products oriented: product mix included one or several lumber, plywood, or shingle and
shake products. Diversified: product mix included, besides wood products, also pulp, paper,
chemicals, plastic, and recreation.

According to whether marketing manager only, markéf[ng researcher only, or marketing
manager and researcher were interviewed.

Company or Corporate 5 2 2 9

Division

Trade Association 3 2 5
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interviews were used instead of mail interviews, which were used by

Bruce.

Findings

Content andFunction of Marketing Research

There is no clear agreement among marketing research practi-

tioners and theorists about the content, function and nature of marketing

research (b0) The same holds with regard to marketing managers and

researchers in the Pacific Northwestern forest industry. Here are cx-

amples of how those marketing managers who had not yet utilized the

services of formal marketing research o11) viewed its content and

function:

- Feedback from current customers about consumer acceptance

of the product (lumber specialty product)

- Travel of the manager in an attempt to determine market poten-

tial for a new product the company was planning to start manu-

facturing (commodity lumber, plywood and particle board)

0See e.g. the definitions of Kotler (1967, p. 192), Green and Tull
(1966, p. 2), Roberts (1957, p. 4) and American Marketing Associa-
tion as given in Kotler (1967, p. 191)

parentheses is the product with which the individual is working
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- Marketing research helps to find out where to sell, how to sell

and at what price to sell most profitably. It also gives the

history of the product (commodity lumber).

Comparing these definitions against some of the most serious,

current marketing problems faced by the companies of responding mana-

gersis instructive. The first two managers mentioned standardization

of products and pricing as such. The second manager had problems in

finding markets for new products. The third managers company had

just entered the lumber market and had to establish an entire marketing

system for their new product line.

According to the definition of marketing research that has been

applied in this study (p. 38), the above activities are part of marketing

research, but the managers certainly do much more in terms of market-

ing research in their everyday business without visualizing it as re-

search.

For their present marketing problems examples of how research

could be utilized may, be suggested. An individual company cannot do

much in the establishment of product standards. The only way is to act

through trade associations, and the corresponding industry trade asso-

ciation. has done work with this complex problem of lumber marketing.

The association has recently developed new standards and grades for

lumber and also tested their acceptance among consumers with the aid

of a formal marketing research study. Whether the original development
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work was begun with a projection of market requirements is not known.

Much of research-is still required to determine what consumers think

about the performance of lumber in different uses and compare this

attitude information with actual laboratory test results. There may

exist a need to increase the knowledge of consumers concerning the

properties of lumber.

For the solution of pricing problems the managers should broaden

their visualization of the possibilities of marketing research. If, it is

assumed that strong fluctuations in lumber prices are the major reasons

for difficulties, a look at two developments would have revealed some

help for lumber and plywood marketers on their pricing problem. One

such help is the establishment of lumber, and plywood future markets by

two commodity exchanges, as described inRich (1969). Some reduction

in price fluctuations may be achieved through the operations of a futures

market. Through hedging, an individual producer can also reduce risk

from price fluctuations and possibly stabilize his profit picture over

time.

Another help is the attempt to forecast fluctuations in lumber and

plywood prices on the basis of the changes in demand and supply rela-

tionship (Young). Selling, activity could then be adjusted to the market

situation. Another attempt toward stabilization of price might be an

analysis of company invoices in order to find out the market segment in

which fluctuations are smallest and try to concentrate, if possible, the
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marketing effort on this segment.

The visualization of the third manager concerning marketing re-

search is really broad, and the only problem he had was to make his

concept operational for the variety of problems currently facing him.

Another group of managers whose concept of marketing research

is useful to analyze separately was those managers who had had some

experience with formalmarketing research services:

- Sales forecast as an aid in the estimation of material purchasing

activity (pommodity plywood).

- Utilization of trade association, statistics to determine the com-

pany's performance compared to competitors, and together with

other secondary data to define the most profitable market for

the product; using outside research help when the entry to a

completely new (foreign) market was under consideration (com-

modity lumber and plywood, special wood products).

- Marketing research supplies statistical information about the

construction market by salesman, sales territory, and so forth

(commodity plywood and special wood products).

- Marketing research gives markets and history for products

and helps in the solution of warehouse problems. It becomes

more sophisticated where consumer products, e. g. decorative

panels, are concerned (all wooden building products).
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- Marketing research identifies problems, changing trends and

new markets (commodity lumber).

Generally speaking, this group of marketing managers gives the

marketing research more formal meaning than the first group. Their

visualization still is somewhat limited. They thought research coisisted

only of those activities that were done by research specialists and mostly

did not include their own efforts to produce information. They empha-

sized either control or production information, seldom both. To them,

marketing research consisted of only market research; optimization

through operations research was not often considered to be a part of

marketing research. They emphasized the utilization of internal or

external secondary data. Development of primary data was left to the

trade associations. They are more concerned with broad economic

indicators such as interest rate, state of nation's economy, availability

of money, housing starts, government needs as a buyer and economic

climate in foreign countries as determiners of the company's future

success than their own marketing effort.

Examples of the way marketing research specialists viewed the

content of marketing research follow:

-The role of marketing and economic research is to obtain,

analyze and evaluate information pertinent to company business

decisions insofar as the company rel3tes to and is affected by

the outside world. Further, it has the responsibility of
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interpreting such information, to establish its meaning as a

basis for decision and action, to draw conclusions and, where

appropriate, to make recommendations (diversified forest

products).

- Marketing research can be briefly defined as the gathering,

recording, analyzing and presenting of all facts about problems

relating to the transfer and sale of goods from the producer to

the consumer. It includes various subsidiary types of research

such as market intelligence, market analysis, sales analysis,

economic research and others.(commodity wood and special

wood and other products).

- Economic and sociological research as contrasted to financial

and technical research. Marketing research helps when you try

something and want to test if it was good or bad (diversified

forest products).

- Marketing research helps to find out what action would be most

profitable to market the product (commodity plywood).

It is interesting to note that none of the researchers emphasize

the formalism of their work, as might be expected They seem to

visualize that a specialized marketing research function in a way grows

out of the general marketing management function. There is no strict

limit between the work of a marketing manager and marketing research-

er.
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One researcher stated: "Special assignment done on a project

basis.. . would include defining a problem, then using a somewhat for-

rnalized research approach toward gathering and presenting suffi-

cient information to help solve the problem. ,(13) Marketing managers

seem to regard marketing research to be characterized with more for-

malism than researchers themselves.

Marketing researchers seem to emphasize the great variety of

features affecting success of the company, and define their area of

interest very broadly. The coverage of subareas of marketing research

defined on pages 39-40, as implied by their definition and the research

work they had done, however, is not consistent. Table 2 presents the

results of attempting to determine what subareas marketing researchers

included in their work.

Table 2. Views of Marketing Research Held by Researchers.

Subarea
Market research

Businessresearch X

Economic research

Operations research

12underlined by writer
3source confidential

Pattern
B C D
x x x

x

x

x
No. of researchers
subscribing to each
pattern 2 1 3 1
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The subareas of market, economic and business research, which

when viewed as a part of information production process work on the

same level, covering model building and data gathering, were most often

included into marketing research. Operations research which vertically

goes one step further and converts data into information was not regard-

ed as a part of marketing research by most respondents. Operations

research was often related to use of computer. For example, long term

forecasting with the help of a computer was included in operations re-

search. According to the terminology applied here forecasting is a part

of market research, and operations research contains only those activi-

ties where optimization is the objective. Operations research projects

had been performed in the companies. Finding the optimum capacity

for the mill producing cut-to-size lumber for the mobile home market;

determining the optimum inventory policy; and helping in investment

planning are examples of them.

Organization for Formal Marketing Research

Table 3 shows how the companies, corporate divisions and trade

associations surveyed were organized for marketing research. Only

four of the nine companies and corporate divisions had a special mar-

keting research department at the time. The intensity of marketing re-

search in these companies varied considerably. Only one of them had a

corporate marketing research group and specialized research personnel



Table 3. Distribution of Companies, Corporate Divisions and Trade Associations According
to their Organization for Marketing Research.

Used no Used Consultants Used Consultants Total
Specialist Only & had Res. Dept.

Number of companies or trade associations

Company/Division 4 1 4 9

Trade Association 2 2 1 S
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pulp and paper, wood products and other

(14)plastics, and chemicals) Two of

them had only a corporate group and one had only a wood products

group.

Five companies or corporate divisions had no research special-

ists. Three corporate divisions had access to the corporate research

department's(15 services, but had not yet utilized them. There was

also a great variety in the number of research personnel in those com-

panies having a formal department. It varied from one part-time re-

searcher to 18 full-time marketing researchers. (16)

All marketing researchers in the Pacific Northwest forest indus-

try had a college degree. Two of them had doctorial degrees in econo-

mics and one in marketing. Most of them had business education. One

of the leaders of marketing research thought two degrees, one in busi-

ness and one in a technical field or forestry, to be useful for a forest

industry marketing researcher. He also suggested graduate work in

business.

U4)Naming of divisions is hypothetical.
U5)corporatemarketing research departments were located outside

the Pacific Northwest.
'6These figures do not include operations researchers participating

in marketing research. Operations research was organizationally
separated from marketing research.
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Another measure of the intensity of marketing research work done

would be the expenditures invested in marketing research. This data

was received from all the companies. Due to the small size of the

sample it is not possible to publish these without revealing data that is

most confidential by nature. Another difficulty involved in these figures

is that they are not fully comparable from company to company. The

items that are included into marketing research expenditures vary.

One of these individuals responsible for corporate marketing re-

search reported to the vice president of research and new business de-

velopment; one to the vice president of finance and one to the director

of merchandising services. The divisional marketing research group

reported to the leader of the corresponding department. The general

attitude of researchers was that the reporting should occur to as high a

level of marketing management as possible.

Only one of the five forest industry trade associations headquar-

tered in the Pacific Northwest had an active marketing research depart-

ment. Another had stopped its department in 1967. In trade associa-

tions marketing research, as well as all other services, are controlled

through advisory committees. Members of the committees are research

specialists of the companies. Cooperation between company and trade

association research efforts is possible to attain. The dissemination

of research results occurs through association meetings and through

study reports and abstracts sent to members.
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The responsibility of company or trade association research de-

partment when the services of outside consultants were used, was that

of coordination and control. There seemed to exist a certain amount of

mistrust among industry researchers concerning the ability of consult-

ants to do valid research work as functional requirements and proper-

ties of industry products become more complicated.

Types of Research Work Done

Data concerning types of research work were obtained by asking

questions concerniig projects that had been performed or were being

performed and by requesting study reports and other written material.

In the following analysis the work done by companies is described mostly

in terms of examples of projects performed. From the trade associa-

tions, on the other hand, actual reports and listings of studies were re-

ceived and their activities can be examined more thoroughly.

The routine work performed by company marketing researchers

consisted of the folilowing kinds of activities:

- attending meetings and conferences concerning new products

and new marketing methods

- customer sales analyses as needed for marketing program

- securing and compiling user lists for various wood products

- warehouse studies

- promotional studies
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- maintaining a marketing information center (inform3tion collec-

tion, storage and dissemination)

- editing marketing newsletters

- determining company market share through a computer program

Examples of special projects conducted recently by Pacific North-

western forest industry marketing researchers for their companies are

the following:

- effectiveness of a promotional effort

- national distribution pattern for building products

- economic forecasting

- the market potential for plastic drawers

- market test for a new product

- measurement of market acceptance for new doors

- public acceptance and attitudes concerning a vacation home

design

- buying practices and customer relations of company distributors

- annual consumption of counter roll and other roll plugs used by

paper industry

- market poteiitial for bleached board up to l97O

- marketing opportunity for a new building system

- employee attitudes toward the company

- likely changes in communication techniques

- timber supply versus demand
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- economic performance and outlook reports concerning foreign

countries

- national economic environment during the next 16 months

The mechanism through which research assignments were re-

ceived most often were the informational needs of management, as is

quite natural. Many projects, however, were initialized by the re-

searchers themselves. The projects were strictly decision oriented.

The principle followed in one of the companies was that any kind of

problem can be researched if it meets certain criteria: alternative

solutions can be devised and results are worth the effort. With regard

to the company planning activities, the role of marketing research was

to see that planners have enough information so that plans are in accor-

dance with reality.

No question was asked which would have revealed what kinds of

projects researchers regarded as most important in their companies.

According to WSU's study all forest industry firms in the United States

that have one or more full-time marketing research employees give

primary attention to analyzing the market potential for new and estab-

lished products (Bruce, 1969).

According to the same source emphasis on market potential for

new products is considered particularly important to firms in the pulp

and paper industry as is test-marketing connected with introductions

of new products. Other marketing research activities judged important
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to pulp-paper firms are analyzing customer characteristics and use of

marketing research to keep management informed through competitive

position and market share analyses.

Lumber-plywood firms doing marketing research in the entire

United States are also concerned with studies of customer characteris-

tics, though this information is gleaned primarily from internal sales

data. Evaluation of distribution channels is also considered an impor-

tant function of marketing research by U. S. lumber-plywood firms.

In the Pacific Northwestern forest industry trade associations,

which involve themselves in marketing research activities, projects

are chosen to solve problems of both member companies as a group

and also to help trade associations themselves in their promotional

activities. The routine marketing research work done in the two major

associations consists of confidential analyses for members on how their

marketing performance compares to the industry for individual products

in terms of volume and price by market regions. These studies are

based on mill invoices received from the members.

Examples of projects conducted or sponsored by the associations

are as follows:

- retail dealers' merchandising services

- an evaluation of advertising variations by the means of eye

camera

- consumer demand for wood as a building material
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- markets and uses for softwood plywood

- in-place costs of various competitive materials for siding

- types of information wanted or needed by architects and con-

tractors

- competitive building systems

- possible and probable future changes in plywood distribution

patterns

- usefulness to builders of selected builder trade magazines

- the publicts appraisal of the pulp-paper and lumber industries

- what the public thinks about wood

- products used in todays new homes and who selects them

- builder practices in the use of interior wall materials and

finishes

On the basis of study reports and listings of studies containing

short abstracts made available to the researcher by the Pacific North-

western trade associations and by one association headquartered outside

the area an analysis of the purposes of trade associations studies was

made. About 100 studies were analyzed this way. Some of the surveys

had multiple purposes and each of them was recorded. The distribution

of purposes is presented in Table 4.

These figures reflect the objectives of the industry trade associa-

tions. One of them concentrates entirely on advertising and public rela-

tions programs, and these marketing activities are important also to the



Table 4. Distribution of Marketing Research Projects Sponsored or Utilized by Trade
Associations According to Project Purpose.

Purpose No. of Times
Mentioned

Production
Estimation of market or sales potential 15 11

Identification of consumer characteristics 16 12

Identification of need attributes 13 9

Evaluation of marketing methods (exci. communic.) 2

Evaluation of communication alternatives 4 3

Study on the characteristics of competitive products 11 8

Control
Analysis of sales and distribution 29 21

Study on the consumer attitudes toward the product 15 11

Study on the attitudes of environmental influencers 2 1

Competitive position of the product in the market 21 15

Study on communication effectiveness 5 4

TOTAL 138 100
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remaining associations. Consequently, estimation of market potential

is of less importance for the associations than it is for private compa- -

nies. Instead, more emphasis is on those studies which concern consum-

er needs and attitudes. However, when looking at these figures, the

same inference drawn earlier with regard to the Forest Servic&s mar-

keting research activities can be drawn here again. Forest industry

seems to be much interested in what it has done: to whom, where, and

how it has sold its products. The industry also is interested in what

competitors do. It is less concerned about consumer needs and their

attributes, other than physical, as a basis for marketing planning.

Methodology

A characteristic of marketing research study reports is that they

do not often explain the study methodology applied, or if it is explained

it is done relatively briefly. To get some information about the methods

that probably had been applied in the research projects an indirect ques-

tion was asked concerning the techniques and disciplines researchers

thought useful for a forest industry marketing researcher. This data is

presented in Table 5. The techniques mentioned certainly do not include

all that have been applied by industry marketing researchers but give

some indication of methodologies used in individual studies. For a

prospective marketing researcher the list gives some indication of

skills that might be useful in the practical work.
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Table 5. Tools and Disciplines Marketing Researchers Thought Useful
For Forest Industry Marketing Research.

No. of Researchers
Mentioning Each
item (17)

Research planning methodology I
Judgemental sampling 2

Probability sampling 5

Bayesian statistics 1

Psychological scaling 1

Thematic Apperception Tests 1

Tests of significance 1

Non-parametric statistics 1

Simple and multiple correlation 2

Time series analysis 2

Operations research 1

Systems analysis and computer simulation 2

General computer operation 2

Presentation techniques 2

OTHER DISCIPLINES

Mathematics 2

Marketing (generally) 3

Wholesale and retail function 1

Transportation 1

Functional requirements of the product 1

Accounting 1

Social psychology and sociology 2

Economics 2

Foreign languages 1
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It was indicated by some respondents that, due to the industrial

nature of forest products, sophisticated sampling techniques in forest

products marketing research were not so essential. One of them stated

that "there is no substitute for good judgement"(18. The same resarch-

er stated that sophisticated methods cannot be sold to managers. The

same opinion was expressed by an outside consultant. Bayesian analysis

was thought too complicated for practical problems by one of the re-

spondents. Another mentioned that highly developed mathematical

techniques were too expensive to apply.

Problems Related to Application of Formal Research Techniques in
Marketing

Some methodological problems were mentioned in the previous

section. Here the discussion will concentrate more on organizational

problems.

No one of the managers contacted directly denied the possible

usefulness of marketing research as a specialized function within a

company. One of them stated his own difficulty to define the problem

clearly enough so that the research would become effective. "Before

we can use research we must know what we want. Marketing research

often falls down because the management does not define objectives.

('8)Source confidential
('9)Source confidential
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The same manager had personally done research work, and he strongly

felt the need for a specialized research function. Getting necessary

funds was a factor preventing utilization of research. Getting proper

people to secure valid answers and the fact that the need for research

was usually realized too late were mentioned by one manager. A trade

association marketing executive thought that firms in the industry were

not enough market oriented. He also felt that the newness of techniques

made it difficult for managers of firms to accept research.

Marketing researchers had found more difficulties in their work.

In list form some of their problems were:

- Problems are difficult to define. Researchers are unable to

explain and management lacks understanding of the new tech-

niques and potentialities available. Budget and computer time

restrictions.

- Believability of study results especially when there is a conflict

between what the person concerned believes and what the re-

search results show.

- Keeping people informed about capabilities and services offered

by researchers. Production orientation of managers; they pro-

duce what they have found easy to produce from trees; marketing

department's function then is to sell them. Operation research

is easier to sell to management, and it usually reports to a

higher level of management than marketing research.
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- There are not enough research people in companies to make

full use of association research. It is difficult to find out to whom

to send study reports. Industry has been commodity oriented,

but now when it is frequently developing new products it is also

realizing more andmore need for research.

- Managers in lumber industry think their job is completed when

products are sold to a wholesaler. Wholesalers are fast moving

people whose objectives are very short term. A good deal of

what they sell goes to large builders or retailers, so their con-

cept of the market is pretty restricted. There are not many

individuals in the industry who take an overview of the market

as a whole or of product competition. The function of each of

these people is so limited that they do not see a need for market-

ing research. Things are getting better in the indus-try now that

a small nucleus of business school graduates are being brought

into the managemen of lumber companies; as their number

increases much more marketing research will be done and better

questions will be asked.

- Marketing research in the lumber industry is poorly financed.

Managers have frequently come up through the mills and are

production oriented. They do not understand research and con-

sequently do not apply it.
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As can be seen the theme repeating itself in these problem state-

ments was production orientation of managers and their lack of under-

standing research methods on the side of managers. There might be

reason for continuing education on marketing and marketing research

also in the Pacific Northwestern forest industry.

Future Development of Marketing Research

A question concerning the probable future development of market-

ing research in their companies was put to each marketing researcher.

The general response was that the activities of the research department

will expand. Two departments hoped to get more staff. One researcher

felt that the future development of the research function in his company

depended on his performance. One of the new relatively strong depart-

ments hoped to get more involved in strategy planning. Another manager

of a marketing research department hoped to be able to establish a mar-

keting information center in the company. The application of optimiza-

tion methods for marketing was the objective of another researcher.

Summary and Conclusions Concerning Marketing Research in the Pacific
Northwestern Forest Industry

The position of marketing research in the Pacific Northwestern

forest industry companies and trade associations surveyed in this study

is not stable either conceptually or functionally. Managers show more
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variation in their definitions of marketing research than do research

specialists; each manager emphasizes the facet that is closest to his

management philosophy. Marketing researchers as a group are more

consistent, but they tend to think of their work as "market research";

they do not involve themselves actively in the final steps of information

production, optimization or operations research.

As a management function marketing research seems to come and

go according to business prosperity. It has not been used as a tool to

fight depression by being increased in intensity then; rather it has been

a marginal input that has been first to go when prices turn downward.

It has been a short-term sacrificer, not a long-term supporter.

It is difficult to see what factors really differentiate between those

companies and tra.de associations that apply specialized marketing re-

search and those that do not. The size of a company in terms of sales

revenue is certainly one factor; but it seems to explain pretty poorly

great differences in intensity of application within companies of the

same size.

The first condition tha.t must be satisfied for a marketing research

function to come into existence in a company is that management feels

a need for information that it cannot create intuitively. From observa-

tions made in the Pacific Northwestern forest industry, the amount of

marketing research work done depends hypothetically on:
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- the basic business philosophy of a company as expressed by its

executives

- on how inventive company actions are

- on the degree to which company executives realize the existence

of psychological and sociological attributes of needs and their

applicability as a basis for product differentiation

- on the extent of responsibility a company assumes for creation

of product attributes

- on the degree of diversification of company product mix

The way marketing research in the Pacific Northwest forest

industry is organized reflects the variety of products a company is deal-

ing with and the content that is given to marketing research. The needs

a diversified forest industry company serves vary greatly and the attri-

butes of individual needs often become quite complicated. A separate

marketing research group for each product division has been found

desirable in addition to a corporate group to take care of the work and

projects of common interest to all divisions.

Because company marketing research is not seen to be comprised

of the subareas of market, economic, business and operations research,

these areas are organizationally separated from each other. This may

lead to research projects not being carried as far as would be desirable

for decision making. If projects are left to the fact-revealing or market

research level, a "SO what" situation may result: management does not
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know what to do with the facts. If this happens frequently a manager's

evaluation of the usefulness of a specialized research function may be-

come unfavorable. The importance of market research as an identifier

of problems must not be denied; but in projects the aim of which is to

help in the choice of a marketing policy, efforts of market and operations

research specialists should be combined, and the cost and benefit impli-

cations of each alternative be studied carefully.

In the forest products industry much of the promotion work has

been given to trade associations. This has led to marketing research

work conducted by companies being directed to determining market po-

tentials of new and established products and finding out the physical

characteristics of consumer needs. Trade associations have been rela-

tively more active in trying to define psychological aspects of needs and

marketing activities. Associations have also been active in trying to

determine the characteristics of competition between wood products and

competing materials used for the same purposes.

Research methodology has been relatively unsophisticated. Judge-

mental sampling, for instance, is frequently applied. Emergence of

newer techniques in the marketing research field, however, has not

gone unnoticed by research specialists in the industry. Introduction of

these techniques often has occurred through studies performed by out-

side research agencies for forest industry companies and trade associa-

tions.
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Factors most often mentioned by company and trade association

research specialists and outside consultants as preventing the more

intensive use of formal marketing research in the forest products in-

dustry include the production orientation of managers; their visualization

of the middle-men in the marketing channel as final customers; their

lack of understanding of new marketing concepts and research method-

ology. Time and money were most often mentioned as reasons by

managers.

Future growth of marketing research in the Pacific Northwestern

forest industry was generally anticipated by the present researchers.

The strategy to make it happen as one of the researchers put it is to

make managers feel a need for research information and knowledgeable

of the services he can offer.



V. IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY FOR WORK
TO BE DONE IN FINL4AND

These final notes are written from the point of view of the writer's

university position on the staff of the school of forestry in Finland.

Regarding teaching of marketing to forestry students, the writer

has become convinced that a systems approach is probably the best way

to introduce basic marketing concepts to students of marketing. When

defining a need as a set of attributes, it is relatively easy to first include

tangible physical attributes in the set and then proceed to more abstract

psychological and sociological properties of needs. Activities required

of various organizations to transform resources into product attributes

and subsequently into consumer satisfaction can be explained. When the

model of consumer behavior is deepened - - for example on the basis of

the works of FrancescoM. Nicosia -- the role of marketing communica-

tion can probably be better understood. Also, adjustments necessary in

the system in the course of time can then be more easily explained. The

systems model can be also used - - as in this study - - to explain the in-

formation requirements of marketing management and the nature of mar-

keting research work.

This study gave some insights concerning marketing research pro-

jects the University of Helsinki could undertake in behalf of the Finnish

forest industry. Just as better forest management methods evolve from

better understanding of the growth patterns of a tree as an individual and

84
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as a memb er of a forest, better wood processing methods evolve from

better knowledge of properties of wood; also better marketing methods

develop from a better understanding of the consumer decision making

process. The industry should know what the variables are that make

up the content of the phenomenon and the mechanism through which these

variables interact. -Research effOrts in all three fields are basically

aimed at the same objective: increasing the welfare and satisfaction of

citizens, either directly, if end products are used within the country, or

indirectly, if end products are exported. The university as a social in-

stitution consequently is a proper conductor of research in all three

fields.

There has been much basic research undertaken by universities

in Finland to aid forest management and wood processing, but hardly

any work has been done to understand consumer behavior better and

thereby help forest products marketers. The need for consumer and

other kinds of marketing research, however, is becoming more urgent

in the Finnish forest industry.

The industry is old and traditionally it has concentrated on the pro-

duction of intermediate products: pulp and commodity paper, lumber

and plywood. Domestic and foreign consumers of these products are

relatively few and in the course of time the industry has been able to

obtain thorough acquaintance with its customers and their needs.
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Forests are the most important national resource in Finland and

growth of the industry in terms of sales revenue is desirable from the

viewpoint not only of the industry itself but also of the nations economy

as a whole. Growth cannot, however, be attained by increasing produc-

tion of primary wood products mentioned above; shortage of timber and

its high price are becoming constraining factors for this kind of expan-

sion. Another strategy for growth - - beginning to market more end

products and less raw materials -- probably becomes necessary for the

industry in the future.

The potential new product policy of the industry means that the in-

dustry enters markets which it does not know well and in which numbers

of consumers are large. Consumers' requirements are more difficult

to determine in the future than was the case in the past. On the other

hand, competition in Europe, in the major market area for Finnish wood

products, is keener in end wood products markets than in intermediate

wood products markets. Sophisticated information production and mar-

keting methods must be used by the Finnish forest industry in the future.

The university's possibilities to do marketing research are limited.

Much work should be conducted by other government agencies, such. as

the Finnish Forest Research Institute or the State Board of Forestry,

which, like the university, could concentrate on consumer studies. The

bulk of the resea-rch work would, however, be left to the forest industry

firms and their associations.
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At the moment agencies outside the industry do not know much of

the informational needs and the procedures industry applies in the pro-

duction of information in the field of marketing. There has been little

cooperation between the two groups. To coordinate the research efforts

of the agencies and at the same time to give the university a basis on

which it could build its activities to promote formal marketing research

techniques, a study similar to this one in the Pacific Northwest could be

most useful in Finland.

The objectives of the study would include finding out: what are the

most probable directions in which the industry may go in the expansion

of its product mix; what are the present techniques applied in the indus-

try in the production of marketing information; what is the knowledge and

what are the attitudes of industry executives with regard to formal mar-

keting research techniques. This information should result in relevant

research work being done subsequently by the university and other social

research agencies, and would show the university on what aspects of

marketing research it should concentrate when promoting the use of

existing research techniques and developing new methods. The ultimate

effect would be more efficient utilization of the nations forest resources.

From the practical point of view the study conducted in the Pacific

Northwest yields some helpful inferences. The basic approach taken in

a study in Finland should, in a way, be more Ttcarefult! Marketing

terminology in the United States seems still to be unevenly established,
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and the same certainly holds with regard to the Finnish forest industry.

Interviews could have been conducted in greater depth. They should be-

gin with the marketing manager and then advance to the research special-

ist, if found in he company,. The coverage of persons being contacted

should also be extended to possible operations researchers. Questions

could be similar to those used in the Pacific Northwest. Attempts toward

more quantification of responses should be made. A possibility for analy-

sis of variation between different industry groups could be attempted.

Probably it could be. hypothesized that applications of formal marketing

research techniques are less familiar to the forest industry marketing

executives in Finland than they are in the Pacific Northwest. In both

areas forest industry firms have still much to do in developing their

information production procedures.
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OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY

CORVALLIS,OREGON 97331 August 7, 1969

I am a Finnish graduate student working toward a Master of Science

degree at Oregon State University, Corvallis. I cane to the United States

to study forest pràducts marketing, and I hope to be able to work in mar-

keting research in the forest industry after returning to my own country.

For a thesis project, I have chosen to survey marketing research

activities of selected forest products firms and trade associations in the

Pacific Northwest. I am particularly interested in the kinds of marketing

research being done and in the opinions and attitudes of marketing managers

and researchers regarding the use and application of research techniques in

marketing management. This kind of information will be especially helpful

to me on my return to Finland, where. marketing research is somewhat less

well developed than in this country.

I would like to discuss this subject with those people in your organi-

zation responsible (1) for market planning and developmen.t for a given

product or product group, and (2) for marketing research. If you would be

kind enough to suggest the names of those persons whom I might interview,

I will then contact them for an appointment. Perhaps you would also wish

to inform them that I will be in touch with them later on.

I will be most grateful to you for whatever assistance you can give

me in completing this survey.

Sincerely yours,

Signature redacted for privacy.
Jorma Sainio
Assistant, Department of

Forest Products Marketing,
University of Helsinki, Finland
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Marketing Research in Northwestern Forest Industry
Questionnaire. Marketing Managers. Companies

Company:
The name and position of the person being interviewed:

The product or product group with which he is working:

Could you please tell me what are your responsibilities:

Does your company have marketing research department:
yes() no()

Has your company/department/division ever used outside marketing
research services:

yes() no()
If yes, Whose:

Could you mention examples of the marketing research projects
your company has performed or sponsored in order to help your
work:

From your point of view: what are the most serious marketing prob-
lems in your company:

In what way do you think marketing research department (marketing
research organization) might be able to help in the solution of these
problems:
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What do you see as a major problem in the application of marketing
research in your work:

What is the marketing budget for the product you are working with?

What is the name of the person who is responsible for marketing
research services you want?
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Marketing Research in Northwestern Forest Industry
Questionnaire. Marketing Researchers. Companies

Company:

The name and position of the person being interviewed:

Could you please tell me what are your responsibilities:

Product or product group:

Does your company have marketing research department:
yes( ) no(

If yes, when was it started:

What is the position of marketing research department in the company
organization:

How many people are doing only research work:

Could you give the job description and educational background
(degree, major, minor) of each person working in the marketing
research department:

Title Education

Does your company use outside marketing research services:
yes( ) no(

If yes, whose:
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What is the marketing research budget in your company:

Does your company have an operation research department:
yes( ) no(

If yes, what is the relationship of marketing and operation research
departments in your company:

Generally, how would you characterize the marketing research work
done in your company:

Could you mention examples of the projects which have been done
or sponsored by your company (purpose, methodology, to whom were
the results reported, how were the results utilized):
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How are the research projects chosen in your company:

In what way do you think application of marketing research will
develop in the future in your company:

In your opinion, what are the major problems in the application of
research techniques in marketing management:

What are the statistical techniques you feel are the most important
for a marketing researcher:

Besides statistics, what other subjects have you found useful for a
marketing researcher:

Could you give me any material (annual reports, study reports, etc.)
from which I could get general information of your company and its
marketing research activities:

Could I mention the name of your company when examples of mar
keting research activities are given:

- in my thesis yes ( ) no (
- in a possible Finnish article yes ( ) no ( )

Remarks:
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